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The report contains analysis of experience and main trends in perfecting of communication with the broad
public on use of the atomic energy in the year 2000.

Mr. Putin, the President of the Russian Federation stepped out with the initiative dealing with peaceful
use of the atomic energy within the UN Millennium Summit on September 6, 2000. The initiative is
aimed at cardinal solution of problem of energy supplies and stable development of mankind with the
help of the atomic energy. It also deals with non-proliferation of nuclear weapons and enhancement of the
environment of the planet Earth. We think this initiative outspoken on the very high level can serve as a
lever that can turn the broad public towards broad development of the atomic energy.

The initiative of President Putin is based on "The Strategy of Development of the Atomic energy in
Russia in the First Half of the 21s' Century". The strategy was worked out by Minatom of the Russian
Federation and was approved by the Government in May, 2000. The strategy foresees the creation of
necessary prerequisites for development of large-scale nuclear energy production taking into account its
main peculiarities in the framework of fuel and energy complex of the Russian Federation. The ideas of
security, economic and social stability comprising the strategy move away the anxiety of the broad public
about using of the atomic energy for stable energetic development of not only the Russian Federation but
of all the population of the planet as well. That is why such ideas are attractive for the broad public and
may serve a good foundation for PR-campaign in favour of the nuclear nowadays and in future.

Minatom of the Russian Federation currently undertakes a number of measures to fundamentally improve
its PR-activity on the nuclear. This is stipulated by socio-political situation in Russia, which have
changed in recent years and transition of the country into the market economy. One of such measures is
creation of a single information unity in terms of the industry for communicating with the broad public.
The main goals are as follows:
• Carrying out of single and comprehensive information policy in Russia and abroad in briefing the

broad public on problems of the nuclear taking into account new social relations which have
developed in the country in the recent years.

• Creation of necessary technical basis in compliance with existing PR-practice to work with the broad
public in the central part of Russia and in the regions where nuclear sites are located.

Such information unity comprises all the PR-structures of all the nuclear enterprises (both center and
regions) and covers 42 subjects of the Russian Federation which is practically the whole territory of the
country.

Further come the stages of creation of the single information unity of Minatom of the Russian Federation:
Stage 1
- Creation of "Atomium" Corporate Media Center within Atominform Institute that will comprise "TV-

100" TV-Company, News Agency, Editorial Board (magazine, bulletin).
Creation of Minatom Website page.

Stage 2
Creation of regional centers for briefing the public in federal regions of Russia, namely, in Saint
Petersburg, Nizhni Novgorod, Novosibirsk, Ekaterinburg, Rostov on Don, Khabarovsk.
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Creation of "Information Alliance" which is a mass-media association of Russian "nuclear" cities.
Creation of Central Museum of Nuclear Science and Technology.

Stage 3
Creation of own Minatom TV-programs for central and regional TV channels.
Creation of several sites on World-wide Website to inform the broad public about activities in the
industry.

Stage 1 has already been completed. "Atomium" Corporate Media Center has been successfully operating
within Atominform Institute. Minatom Website in Russian and English has been started in Internet.

"Atomium" Corporate Media Center is the main part of the single information unity of Minatom of the
Russian Federation. TV-Company, News Agency, and Editorial Board that form "Atomium" allow to use
all the contemporary methods of PR-practice. The main forms of activity of "Atomium" are preparing TV
programs, publishing news about the industry, co-operation with mass media and federal legislative and
executive branches of power.

In Russia today television is the mightiest means to influence the public opinion. That is why this field is
considered top priority. In the year 2000 "TV-100" Company prepared 12 films and talk-shows on the
main problems of the nuclear development in Russia, on using of advanced technologies as well as on
ecological problems. Besides three talk shows and one TV-film were prepared and put on air together
with ORT (one of the central Russian TV channels).

All the films and shows deal with problems of development of the nuclear in Russia, using advanced
technologies in solving economic, socio-political and environmental problems in Russia as a whole and in
different regions in particular. High officials from Minatom, State Duma (Parliament), leading scientists,
popular journalists take part in such shows and films. For example, shown on TV were 4 shows called
"At First Hand" with Mr. Eugene Adamov, Minister for Atomic Energy participating, two films with
Duma members participating about the necessity of perfecting the legislation stipulating the use of the
atomic energy, "Process" and "Man and Law" on ORT about spent fuel managing.

TV programs prepared by "Atomium" serve the basis for all PR-actions. All such TV programs are
replicated and sent into 27 regions of the country where "nuclear" cities are located. They are shown on
local air and cable TV there. This helps to increase the number of TV-viewers, especially in the regions
where the public interest in the nuclear problems is extremely high. The number of viewers varies from
several hundred thousand to several million. Other than delivering the programs via local TV stations the
information service provides press-version for local newspapers as well as for local radio-stations.

"Atomium" exercises monitoring of central and local newspapers, has its own archive of such materials,
and prepares analytic materials on different themes for Minatom CEOs, journalists (for publishing),
public organisations, federal press-services. "Atomium" releases press-digest with the use of atomic
power and Minatom activities on a daily basis. 1200 sources are comprised in the digest. Materials from
regional information centers and info-bureaus at nuclear sites are included in the digest regularly. Also
included are materials from NucNet Agency. The digest is delivered in printing and electronic mode to
Minatom CEOs and heads of enterprises of the industry. Besides, the digest can be found on Minatom
Website. All these measures have been undertaken to guarantee complete and efficient delivery of
information.

"Atomium" uses foreign materials in its work, too. For example, PIME 2000 materials dealing with
public opinion on development of nuclear in different countries were translated into Russian and
distributed in the regions and at the enterprises of the industry. Russian specialists considered one of the
conclusions in PIME 2000 document extremely important: in European countries "there is no broad
public support for building of new N-plants, but there is also no public pressure for excluding of nuclear
power and gradual closure of existing N-plants". PIME 2000 materials were sent to State Duma and arose
certain interest there because there is a wide spread opinion in Russia that public opinion in the Western
Europe strictly denies the use of atomic energy.
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The Editorial Board of "Atomium" issues a monthly "Bulletin on Atomic Energy" and delivers this
edition to interested organisations. This edition is very popular not only with Minatom specialists but also
with teachers, students, people who are not professionals in the nuclear but interested in different use of
atomic energy, "green" among them.

The first issue of "Atomium" magazine (public-political-scientific) was prepared in 2000. This edition is
to become the "face" of the Russian nuclear.

Minatom Website in Russian and English has been in the Internet since September 2000. It includes
press-digest, NucNet materials in Russian. It also contains official position of the Ministry on different
items as well as information about all the fields of activity in the industry.

Minatom Website also presents videos "At First Hand" with Mr. Eugene Adamov, Minister for Atomic
Energy participating.

In general, the experience of the year 2000 shows that the chosen way of communicating with the broad
public, i.e. creating of single information unity, is right. This put us in a position when we can
significantly increase the volume of unbiased information and bring it to the broad public, also in all the
regions of the country.
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